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Understanding Federation: An Analytical Framework
for the Interoperability of Social Networking Sites
Antonio Tapiador · Samer Hassan
Abstract Although social networking has become a remarkable feature in
the Web, full interoperability has not arrived. This work explores the main 5
paradigms of interoperability across social networking sites, corresponding to
the layers in which we can find interoperability. Building on those, a novel ana-
lytical framework for SNS interoperability is introduced. Seven representative
interoperability SNS technologies are compared using the proposed framework.
The analysis exposes an overwhelming disparity and fragmentation in the so-
lutions for tackling the same problems. Although there are a few solutions
where consensus is reached and are widely adopted (e.g. in object IDs), there
are multiple central issues that are still far from being widely standarized
(e.g. in profile representation). In addition, several areas have been identified
where there is clear room for improvement, such as privacy controls or data
synchronization.
1 Introduction
Although social networking has become a remarkable feature in the Web,
full interoperability has never arrived. Web users develop their personal and
professional activities in different online platforms. Many of those have social
network features, and thus are named social networking sites (SNS). SNS have
become highly popular websites [30], with Facebook as the best exponent, with
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2 Antonio Tapiador, Samer Hassan
1.4 billion active users. However, most SNS nowadays (e.g. Facebook, Twitter,
Github) are data silos [3], where the user data is captured within “walled
gardens”.
A person may use a social code repository (e.g. Github1) to manage her
own software projects, together with the ones from her organisation. In ad-
dition, she may be using a blogging platform to express her thoughts (e.g.
Wordpress2), a photo-sharing platform to publish her images (e.g. Flickr3),
and an identity site (e.g. ORCID4) to manage her online reputation.
These platforms frequently allow other users to interact (like, cite, star)
or republish the contents (blog posts, photographs, code, articles) to other
social platforms. Besides, the blogging platform might be integrated with the
photo service, in order to include images to ilustrate the articles, and last posts
may appear in the digital profile. She might use the identy site to log into a
manuscript submission and review site. This site might update the researcher’s
profile in ORCID when an article is accepted.
Interoperability describes the extent to which systems (in our case, SNS)
can exchange data, and interpret that shared data, typically using some form
of protocol or standard. Thus, we can find multiple levels of interoperability
in the different SNS architectures. Some examples of these appear in user au-
thentication, profile sharing/updating, resource distribution and activity dis-
tribution.
However, SNS interoperability could go far beyond that. In an ideal sce-
nario, SNS would be able to communicate with one another seamlessly. For
instance, we may think of the current academic ecosystem, where research
institutions could re-structure their own social sites in order to enhance the
collaboration among their members. In this scenario, they could be the pri-
mary SNS providers for their researchers, in a similar way they provide today
with their primary email accounts. And the same as in e-mail5, the institutions
would like to be federated, in order to researchers be able to follow the work
of their partners across their institutions. Moreover, researchers may want to
move to a different institution, temporarily or permanently, and they would
want to keep a compatible profile. Furthermore, there is an ecosystem of ser-
vices that could benefit from this, including conferences, submissions sites or
online learning platforms, who would obtain researcher’s profile information
easily.
In fact, the described scenario is the same path other internet technologies
have already walked across. If we take a look at e-mail, for instance, we can
see how proprietary “walled” solutions were the first ones to appear. These
solutions did not interoperate among each other, i.e. a user could not send
1 http://github.com
2 http://wordpress.com
3 http://flickr.com
4 http://orcid.org/
5 E-mail follows a federated architecture, i.e. it is decentralized, and no server have control
over the whole ecosystem. Instead, any user can communicate with any other, regardless of
where she has registered the e-mail account, as explained later.
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messages across different vendor solutions. Eventually, SMTP [22], an open
solution, emerged and dominated the market. Nowadays, users are able to
send emails to other users, no matter which provider each user is actually
using.
We refer to this as a “federated” solution, as providers are federated with
each other (compliant with a common interoperable protocol specification)
and the ecosystem is decentralized. Chao et al [9] describe social networking
federation as a paradigm where information on various social network systems
can be seamlessly integrated in order to provide users a uniform and semantic
view of their social connections. On the other hand, distributed services are
those where data is scattered through the network nodes. Thus Federation is a
subset of distributed, where nodes follow a server-client architecture, i.e. each
server nodes manages the data of a set of client nodes. Datta et al [14] provide
an extensive review of proposals of SNS on top of distributed systems such as
peer-to-peer architectures and distributed hash tables.
Instant messaging is another example of successful federated technology.
Every institution is now able to set up its own XMPP server [39] and join this
network of instant messaging (as Gmail/GoogleTalk did back in 2005). Thus,
we believe the chance of ocurring the same with the social web is a plausi-
ble scenario. For instance, current successful vendor solutions nowadays (e.g.
Twitter, Google+) do not allow establishing contacts among them. However,
in the near future it may be possible to add contacts across networks and
follow other users activity, no matter which the user affiliation is.
This vision of federated SNS, which obviously needs work on open federated
protocols, have been extensively studied by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) during the last years. It started with the Social Web Incubator Group6,
whose main output was the complete report A Standards-based, Open and
Privacy-aware Social Web [2], reviewed below. This group transitioned later
to the Federated Social Web Incubator Group7. They defined the social web
acid test (SWAT) level 0 and 1 (SWAT0 and SWAT1), a set of use cases that
social network platforms must fulfil in order to test their interoperatiblity.
SWATs are not tied to any particular protocol or technology: they are top level
actions. With the arrival of community groups to the W3C (more open than
formal groups), the Federated Social Web Community Group8 was created.
The topic was finally officially adopted by the W3C (i.e. not just as Incubator
Group) and now it is being studied within the Social Web Working Group9.
In this article, after reviewing the state of the art (section 2), we describe
the paradigms that emerge in the interoperability among social networking
sites (section 3). Some of these paradigms are already described in Appelquist
et al [2]. However, our analysis is made taking the social network framework
described in Tapiador et al [44] as a basis. We believe such framework provides
6 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/socialweb/
7 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/federatedsocialweb/
8 http://www.w3.org/community/fedsocweb/
9 http://www.w3.org/Social/WG
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a solid base for understanding these interactions, with an approach which is
clearer for (and closer to) software developers.
In section 4, a novel analytical framework for the interoperability of social
networking sites is described. Three different kinds of actors are described, i.e.
native, alien and foreign. The actor’s SocialID is described, as a prerequisite
for federated scenarios, and the different attributes of actors are analyzed from
the federated point of view. Objects are described in the same way than actors,
i.e. as native, alien and foreign. This section closes with a discussion about the
federated behavior of several actions, i.e. authorship, ownership, reply, rating,
mention and reshare.
In section 5, there is an analysis of seven representative technological solu-
tions in the context of the federated social network framework: three federated
frameworks present in literature, the user-centric identity framework OpenID,
the APIs services that major SNS are providing to developers, the standard
for federated social networks OStatus, and the federated software framework
for real-time collaborative editing Apache Wave. This analysis shows how dif-
ferent technologies are solving the problem of interoperability and federated
social networks.
Finally, section 7 gathers some concluding remarks and identified areas
where there is room for improvement.
2 The SNS Landscape
2.1 Social Networking Sites
Social network platforms have become among the most popular websites [30],
although their history is rather short [7]. There have been several attempts to
define what constitutes a SNS.
Boyd and Ellison [7] define them as web-based services that allow individ-
uals to do three basic tasks, i.e. construct a profile, articulate a list of users
with whom they share a connection, and view and traverse the list. Besides,
they refer to other elements that SNS may have: avatars, privacy settings, cus-
tomisation of relation names (beyond the ”friend” cliche´), posting resources
to users “wall”, private messages and any type of content sharing (photos,
videos, etc). On the other hand, Kietzmann et al [27] describe a framework
with seven functional building blocks: identity, conversations, sharing, pres-
ence, relationships, reputation, and groups. Chinthakayala et al [10] perform
a study focused in user experience, based on four criteria (navigation, inter-
activity, source credibility and intelligence). Tapiador et al [42] focus on the
functional features of 16 platforms, highlighting the common ones (e.g. profile
pages with avatars, or public sharing of comments) and analyzing the differ-
ences (e.g. privacy issues, or supported content types shared by users). Musia l
and Kazienko [31] provide indepth analysis and classification of existing social
networks (understood broadly, including email or instant messaging), accord-
ing to a taxonomy of social networks.
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Beyond mere feature description, Musia l and Kazienko [31] describe a the-
oretical framework on the two main charateristics of SNS: the representation
of social actors and their relations. According to the number of relations con-
sidered, they describe three kinds of social networks, i.e. homogeneous social
network (HSN), system-based social network (SSN) and internet multisystem
social network (ISN). They define internet identity as a digital, authenticable
and permanent representation of a social entity, which may gather user identi-
ties from several sites. They also classify relations according to several criteria
such as the consciousness of users or the visibility in the system, and describe
the “tie” as a set of all relations that exist between two internet identities.
A social network framework is also introduced by Tapiador et al [44]. It
presents a modular architecture for building any kind of web based social
network site. The framework has two main components: objects and actors.
Objects are understood as any kind of content managed in the SNS, such as
documents, pictures, audio, video or events. On the other hand, actors are
objects representing social entities (such as users, groups or organisations).
Actors possess three additional characteristics. First, they have a profile, with
attributes such as location, webpage or an avatar that represents the actor.
Secondly, they are able to build and maintain their social network, establish-
ing relations among them. Finally, they are able to perform actions on other
objects, including other actors. These actions include authoring, modifying,
rating, following other objects. Actor’s actions generate the timeline, which
is a compilation of the actions performed by them. Access control is modeled
through audiences, which set which actions (accessing, authoring, modifying,
rating.. ) can be performed by other actors in the objects they own.
2.2 Interoperability Issues
There is significant work on the different issues around social network inter-
operability.
2.2.1 Identity
OpenID [35] emerged as a user-centric identity framework for the Web2.0.
It specifies how web sites (named relay parties, RP) can authenticate users
based on a URL, instead of the usual login and password credentials. It was
developed as a solution to the problem of holding multiple login and pass-
words: with the advent of the Web 2.0 and the participation of the users in
numerous sites, every user needs to create and maintain an account for each
website where (s)he wants to participate in. OpenID proposes that RPs relay
authentication in the identity provider (IP), a web service that authenticates
the user, providing her with an identity URL, called OpenID identifier. This
unique identifier will be used by the user for the rest of the web sites where
she wants to log in. OpenID was pretty successful and it was adopted by mul-
tiple web sites. Several major providers became OpenID providers, including
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Google, Yahoo, Myspace, Wordpress and AOL. Plenty of users had OpenID
identifiers, although many never noticed. OpenID says nothing about whether
a web page must have any data attached to it or otherwise. In fact, those very
concerned with anonymity may prefer to use opaque identities. However, there
are other cases where people do maintain a primary source of authoritative
information about their personas. E.g., a user may use her personal website
as their profile page; perform comments and posts in other websites logged-in
with her OpenID; and others may reach their profile through those comments
[43].
Although OpenID has interesting characteristics, such as universal identi-
fiers and identity information discovery, it was quickly replaced by OAuth2,
which has become the standard basis for authentication services [45]. OAuth is
an authorization protocol for APIs. However, it is used as a single-sign-on so-
lution. Users accept third-parties accessing their profile information in identity
providers such as Google, Facebook or Twitter. This way, they are authenti-
cating themselves, using the well-known ”Login with Facebook” button.
WebID 10 is the wager from the Semantic Web, but it has not got traction
so far. It is based on client-side certificates and the semantic vocabulary FOAF,
described below.
Another solution designed for identity discovery is Webfinger [25]. It is a
protocol using email-like URIs, such as user@example.net. It is inspired by
the old UNIX finger service, which allowed to get information about a user
in any computer that ran the service. Webfinger is based on the Web Host
Metada specification [21], a method for retrieving well-known information on
a web site, such as the site authors or copyright licenses. Webfinger resources
are described as URI templates [20]. Webfinger is used by the federated social
networks GNU Social 11 and Diaspora 12 to discover users on federated nodes.
Recently, a solution emerged aiming to compile the advantages of several
of the former protocols: the third generation of OpenID technology, named
OpenID Connect. It consists in an authentication layer on top of the OAuth2
authorization framework, which uses Webfinger as the discovery protocol. Al-
though its specification was finished on Feb 2014 and its certification program
launched on April 2015, it has already been adopted by major provides such
as Google or Microsoft.
2.2.2 Profiles
There is extensive work on identifing users whose profiles are scattered across
SNS, matching the different profiles [13, 34, 24, 4, 11, 29]. Rowe [38] shows
how to build a distributed social graph by extracting identity information
from 3 SNS (Facebook, MySpace and Twitter), converting and using OpenID
to match the identities. Passant [32] shows how to export identity information
10 http://webid.info/
11 https://gnu.io
12 https://joindiaspora.com
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from Flickr using their API and converting it to FOAF. Friend Of A Friend
(FOAF) is an onthology describing persons and their relationships built on
the top of RDF and OWL [8]. People are able to export their social data in
a distributed way, so a machine can collect the data and use FOAF profiles
to find the list of all people two friends know, for example. Portable Contacts
(PoCo) 13 describe a way to access user’s address books and friend lists. They
define a common access pattern and contact schema for retrieving both the
social network and the contact details.
2.2.3 User Activities
Among the solutions related to user activites, there is PubSubHubBub (PuSH)14,
a protocol for subscribing to web feeds. It aims to solve the inefficient pattern
associated with web syndication. Web feed consumers that are subscribed to
web feeds need to periodically request the feed to check if there are new up-
dates. PuSH enables these consumers to subscribe to updates providing a
public URL to the PuSH hub. When the website has a new update, it pings
the hub server, which fetches the new feed and multicasts all the subscribers
with the updates. Subscribers can discover the PuSH hub address as a link
entry in the feed.
Also related with feeds, Salmon is a message exchange protocol running
on the top of HTTP 15. Its goal is decentralizing comments and annotations
notifications made against Atom feed articles, such as blog posts. It uses the
Atom format along with its threading extensions to describe the notification
content, its author and related information. Salmon notifications are base64
encoded and signed to assert the authenticity of the origin.
2.2.4 SNS APIs
Regarding SNS APIs, Ko et al [28] review social network connect services from
Facebook, Google and Myspace. They show how third-party websites lever-
age these services to offer social enhanced value to their users, without the
need to build their own social network. Connect services provide third-parties
with easy sign-in and enrich user data and experience by mashing up their
own data with the pieces retrieved from the API, e.g. finding friends in the
platform. On the other hand, this is also interesting for the provider that now
introduces new kinds of activity to its streams. A formal survey of this con-
nect services is presented by Tapiador et al [45], showing OAuth as the basis
for authentication services, JSON as the data format in APIs, and a lack of
semantic standard representation for common data such as user profiles. A
failed attempt of general standard APIs formalization for social networks was
organized around OpenSocial [23], without achieving an active reception from
13 http://portablecontacts.net/
14 https://code.google.com/p/pubsubhubbub/
15 http://www.salmon-protocol.org/
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major SNS actors. In the last years, OpenSocial has been changing to em-
brace other technologies such as OAuth 2.0, Activity Streams and PoCo. It is
based on well-known technologies such as HTML, XML, JSON and Javascript.
A more successful reception was obtained by Activity Streams, 16, an spec-
ification for the serialization of social activities that was adopted by IBM,
Microsoft, MySpace and others, and it is now the basis of the W3C Social
WG work.
2.3 Federated Social Networks
There have been a wide range of proposals for a federated framework for the
social web. Do¨rk et al [15] describe Atomique, a decentralized photo service us-
ing RSS feeds and Trackbacks. Its functionality is very basic and it is limited to
content (images) aggregation. Chao et al [9] present a reference model and an
application (named “Linked.Twitter.In”) that federates two social networks.
Gondor and Hebbo [19] introduce SONIC. Its main contribution is the descrip-
tion of a DNS-like component for identity resolution and profile migration.
However, it does not describe how actual communication between platforms is
made. Tramp et al [46] propose the architecture DSSN (Distributed Semantic
Social Network) for an open, distributed social network, which is built solely
on Semantic Web standards, i.e. WebID, FOAF, Semantic Pingback and Pub-
SubHubbub. A similar architecture was proposed in OStatus 17, one of the
most successful federation frameworks so far. Ostatus is an open standard en-
abling users in different social network platforms to follow each other. It uses
several protocols for the different stages of federation, including Webfinger for
discovering users from their IDs, Portable Contacts for describing users social
network, PubSubHubBub (PuSH) for subscribing to users activity and Salmon
for notification updates. However, OStatus was designed with public feeds in
mind, and it is not suitable for settings where privacy restrictions are needed.
OStatus was the basis of the most popular open alternative to Twitter, the
microblogging platform identi.ca 18. And a slightly modified version was used
by Diaspora [5], the popular open alternative to Facebook. OStatus was re-
cently replaced by Pump.io 19, a federated framework in the spirit of OStatus,
although with more modern protocols, such as OAuth and the recent JSON
version of Activity Streams.
It is worth mentioning the family of solutions built on top of XMPP [39],
the standard for instant messaging. XMPP already provides some interest-
ing features, such as federated identity. Buddycloud 20 is a federated social
network built on top of XMPP. It introduces activity channels and a bridge
16 http://activitystrea.ms/
17 https://www.w3.org/community/ostatus/
18 https://identi.ca/
19 http://pump.io/
20 http://buddycloud.com/
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from XMPP to the web. Apache Wave [47], the distributed, near-real-time,
rich collaboration platform uses XMPP to federate identities and content.
Most of these frameworks are gathered in A Standards-based, Open and
Privacy-aware Social Web [2], a report by the W3C inital Social Web Incuba-
tor Group. Besides enumerating decentralized social networking frameworks,
it addresses several topics, while describing a problem, a use case, and the rel-
evant technologies offering a solution to that problem. Topics include identity,
profile, social media, privacy, activity and emerging frameworks.
3 Paradigms of Interoperability of Social Networking Sites
Several patterns arise from the interoperability of SNS features. This section
gathers patterns from the point of view of the components described in a social
network framework [44], i.e at the level of actor identity, authentication and
the construction of distributed profiles; at the level of the social network, how
contacts and content can be exported to other networks; and the level of the
activities, the actions that actors take on objects. Finally, the case of social
network federation is analyzed.
3.1 Actors: The Authentication & Identity Fragmentation Problem
One of the key functionalities for the interoperability of social network plat-
forms is identity [31]. Each user is unique, with a set of characteristics that
identifies her, together with a set of connections with other users. Identity has
been intensively studied in social sciences by psychology, sociology, philoso-
phy and anthropology [41]. In fact, identity is even becoming a keystone in
the Web. Since the Web 2.0 realm is giving people the opportunity of taking
several actions based on the individual (publication of news, photos, com-
ments, personal information, etc...), identity becomes an essential issue, not
only from a sociological, but from a technological point-of-view. Furthermore,
trustability and credibility emerge as key issues as well.
Most SNS use as de-facto standard the ancient user and password com-
bination for identifying users. An overwhelming amount of different services
appeared after the Web 2.0 boom, and thus users have to manage not only a
lot of different passwords for a variety of services, but a growing number of
different profiles in series of platforms around the world.
Recently, authentication solutions appeared, such as the already mentioned
OpenID and OAuth. However, none of them has completely solved the full
problem yet. In the case of OpenID, its popularity grew at the end of the last
decade, but sites have gradually abandoned it [18]. On the other hand, OAuth
has become the current state-of-the-art solution for federated web authentica-
tion. However, it lacks of universal identifiers. It currently requires a sign-in
button for initiating authentication, such as ”Sign in with Facebook”. This
requires the host to explicitly support providers. Users cannot authenticate
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Authentication
 Get ProfileUpdate Profile
Server SNS Client SNS
Fig. 1 Authentication and profile interoperability between SNS
using a different and independent identity provider that supports OAuth if
the host has not registered it and made it available.
Besides the burden associated with credential management, the current sit-
uation involves a fragmentation of user activity along all the SNS. Because user
profiles cannot be seamlessly integrated, there is not a coherence between dif-
ferent profiles created in every SNS. Furthermore, there is not a well-supported
standarized way to combine digital contents created on every platform, unless
web developers explicitely support one option. Still, the identity fragmentation
scenario may also be desirable for privacy reasons[37]. Sometimes we do not
want our activities traced and bound across every place we log in. However, in
other cases, specially when we want to build a coherent identity and reputa-
tion, such interoperability would make things easier. In these cases, from the
user point-of-view, it would be desirable to have one single profile that could
be validated against any service she would be accessing. This would be the case
of the researcher profiles. There are some pieces of information, such as affil-
iation, position, contact email, or short bio, that we have to provide to every
single new manuscript submission and review site we use. The profile could be
obtained from an external source so it has not to be filled-in again and again.
Furthermore, profile data could be synchronized when there are new attributes
or changes in the status. Following the last example, researcher profiles could
be automatically updated when an article is accepted. It could be linked to
the profile in the research institution or to an independent researcher profile
site.
Figure 1 ilustrates a server SNS providing authentication services to a
client site, as well as profile information about users. It also includes the syn-
chronization of profile attributes, which happen in both ways: the server SNS
notifies the client about new profile updates, and the client updates the server
profile with a given interesting attribute, e.g current user’s location.
3.2 Contacts: Leveraging Social Connections
Recent services provided by major social network platforms allow exporting
the social graph. In other words, the contacts one actor has with other actors
in the site can be retrieved by another web application.
This information is used by remote sites for customizing social user expe-
riences based on people acquaintances [1]. We can find multiple examples, and
some of them follow in order to illustrate the point.
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 Contacts
Server SNS Client SNS
Fig. 2 Contact access between SNS
We may think of the case of couchsurfing services (e.g. couchsurfing.org,
trustroots.org), a web page focused on offering users free hospitality services
for their trips. Trust is an important issue when people are going to sleep
with strangers. Thus, visitors will feel better if they find hints that the place
they are visiting is safe. On the other hand, hosts may want information that
indicates their guests are reliable. The couchsurfing service may grab contacts
from both guests and hosts in the social network, so both sides can look at
each other’s connections. They may find some connections in common, which
increases mutual trust (rather than hosting complete strangers).
Another example may be conference attendance. The conference scheduling
service grabs the social graph from a social network site. This is a convenient
way to know which conferences are attending those you follow. If you are
following an interesting person in the social network, you may want to attend
a conference this person is attending or speaking at.
Figure 2 shows the server SNS exporting the contact list or social graph of
users to the client SNS.
3.3 Content: Resource-Oriented Services
There are other cases where the social sites may be interested in content,
some specific resources created by the user. We introduce two examples of this
pattern in the case of open source development and code repositories.
Github 21, the popular social network for code sharing, can export the list
of repositories that one person manages. Travis 22 is a continous integration
server [33] that is in charge of checking the software application tests, and
notify users when they have broken the application functionality in their last
commit (i.e. source code change). Travis uses federated authentication to let
users sign-in using their Github account. They grab the list of repositories one
user has, allowing easy set up of repository testing. Finally, Github informs
Travis when a repository changes, allowing Travis to update it and check the
tests.
Another example is a photographers-oriented social network along with a
printing service. A user may want to print some of the photos she manages
in the social network. After being authenticated in the printing service, this
21 https://github.com/
22 http://travis-ci.org/
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 Content
Server SNS Client SNS
Fig. 3 Content access between SNS
Activities list
 New activity
Server SNS Client SNS
Fig. 4 Activity generation between SNS
service can grab the photographs associated to the user. Then, the user can
easily select the appropriate ones to print.
Figure 3 shows a SNS serving user’s content collections to a client SNS.
3.4 Activities: SNS as the New Media
Major SNS have become an outstanding communication media. Successful
viral campaigns are pursued by marketers, and service providers encourage
users to spread the word about them in their circles. In fact, it is expected
that the stronger the ties, the higher the influence [6].
Service providers implement buttons so it is easier for users to post to
their social networks about a specific content/service, or report that they like
it. Generic “share”, Facebook’s like or Twitter’s tweet buttons have become
very popular. They allow users to post specific content or perform a like action
on a remote resource. Besides, SNS typically grab the user contacts in order
to show them their friend liked content. This practice reinforces the positive
feelings of users towards the product, because their friends like it too [1]
Figure 4 shows the client SNS grabbing user’s activities from the server
SNS. Besides, the client SNS creates new activities, such as posts or likes, in
the server SNS.
3.5 Federation: On Equal Terms
Finally, there are cases where two institutions or networks interoperate on
equal terms. This is the case among institutions such as universities or com-
panies. They may want to share profile information, and their members may
be interested in following each other. Contrary to former cases, there is reci-
procity between both sites. The servers in this case must be interchangeable,
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 Federation
Client / Server SNS Client / Server SNS
Fig. 5 Federation of SNS
so both of them have a role of client and server at the same time. This case
reflects the case of federation among sites
There are already protocols such as OStatus [16] that support this kind of
interactions between SNS.
Figure 5 shows federation between SNS.
4 Analytical Framework for the Interoperability of Social
Networking Sites
This section analyzes the cases described above and develops a analytical
framework for federated SNS. This extends the frameworks described in [9],
[44] and [31] to include the interoperability features present in current SNS.
4.1 Actors
Actors, which represent social entities, are present in a federated fashion
across SNS. Distributed identities agregated conform the virtual internet iden-
tity [31]. Actors were introduced to have three main characteristics, i.e. a pro-
file, with several attributes such as avatar, location, contact addresses; social
relations with other actors; and the ability to perform actions on objects [44].
We will explore the federated requirements of these characteristics in each
section below.
4.1.1 Authentication
Some kinds of actors, typically users, register and authenticate themselves into
the site [26]. Authentication is a main characteristic of their internet identity
[31]. When users are authenticated, they can perform actions in the site on
their behalf. Authentication can be federated beween sites using protocols such
as OpenID or OAuth. According to their authentication mode, actors can be
native, alien and foreign.
– Native actors are entities that are registered in a given SNS in the first
place. An example of native actors are users that sign up into a SNS using
one of the classic authentication methods, such as login and password. We
call this server the identity site. The identity site can also be provider
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 Reference
Identity site
Native users
Remote site
Alien users
Fig. 6 Native and alien users in identity and remote sites, respectively
of an authentication service to other sites. In that case, users will be able
to authenticate in remote sites, enabling the foreign actor case described
below. Remote authentication is always performed after actors are authen-
ticated in their identity site.
– Alien actors are entities that are known to exist in an external identity
site, but have never authenticated in a SNS. The other SNS, which has
references to the alien actors, is called the remote site. An example of
alien actors can be found in a site that analyzes the social network of a
microblogging application, but does not support any kind of authentica-
tion. This is the case of many Twitter analysis tools that build statistics
around Twitter accounts. Actors appearing in this site are alien actors.
The actions performed by those remote actors in their identity site become
remote actions in a remote site. Because these actions are not performed in
the site, the remote actor’s timeline must be filled with notifications from
the identity site.
Figure 6 shows a remote site with alien users that are referencing native
users in their identity site.
Remote actors need an identifier for them to be discovered and referenced
in remote sites. We call this identifier the social ID (see section 4.1.2).
– Finally, foreign actors are alien actors that use the federated authentica-
tion to login into the remote site. They gather most of the characteristics
from both native and alien users. They are able to perform activities in
their identity site as well as in the remote site they have signed in.
Remote sites may provide local authentication means as well, allowing
their foreign actors to become native. An example of this proccess would
be a remote site allowing their foreign actors to introduce and validate
their email. Classical user and password authentication could be established
afterwards using this mean.
Figure 7 shows foreign users in a remote site that are authenticated by
their identity sites, where they are native users.
4.1.2 Social ID
A Social ID is mandatory in a distributed context. It is an identifier that is
used to reference actors from any site in a federated social web. It represents
the identity of a user across several systems.
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 Authentication
Identity site
Native users
Remote site
Foreign users
Fig. 7 Native and foreign users in identity and remote sites, respectively
Remote SNS are able to dereference and obtain information from the Social
ID. This way, given a Social ID, users must be able to search and locate those
actors from a given site in the federated system. Besides, Social IDs are useful
for identifing actions performed by the same actor in different remote sites.
4.1.3 Actors’ Representation: Profile
The profile is made up of data attached to an actor, such as a name, an avatar,
contact emails, location address, description or personal websites. Remote sites
query the identity site to obtain more information about an alien actor when
they discover her Social ID.
In addition, remote sites may subscribe to profile changes. When a profile
is updated, the identity site notifies it to the remote sites that have been
subscribed to it. This way, remote sites may have always fresh data about
their alien actors.
The profiles may also be modified by remote sites. These might change
some attributes directly. For example, a check-in application like Foursquare
might change the current-location attribute of the users in a social network
like Facebook. Moreover, some profile attributes might be updated indirectly,
by the activities performed in remote sites, as explained in section 5.5.
4.1.4 Actor Collections
Actor’s profiles may include collections attached to them. One of these are
content, i.e. objects such as images, videos or code repositories. The typical
collection gathers the content owned by the user. But there may be other
collections, which are related to several actions, such as published articles
authored by the user, favorite videos, etc.
Other collections include the set of actor’s contacts o social ties [9] that
define the actor’s social network. They are available in interoperable SNS for
retrievement. We are taking into account direct intentional relations here [31],
which result from the explict actions of actors aggregating other actors to their
contact list. Regarding functional considerations of mutuality, relations can be
unidirectional and bidirectional[12]. Unidirectional relations do not require a
confirmation, but bidirectional ones do. In a distributed environment, unidi-
rectional “follow” relations have a better fit, because they can be established
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between a native and an alien actor without any communication protocol
among them.
In the case of foreign actors, both identity and remote sites can communi-
cate contact updates to each other, because the foreign actor is able to perform
actions in the remote site, such as establishing new contacts. These contacts
should be communicated to the user identity site, so the user contact list is
updated.
4.2 Objects
Objects [44] or resources [9] are content managed by actors. Similarly to actors,
objects may be native, alien or foreign. Native and foreign users are able to
create native objects in a site, such as text, files, images, audios, videos or
other kind of content. The server where the objects are created in the first
place is called the content site.
Native objects may be referenced through notifications or activities from
the content site to another site, named the remote site. For instance, we may
consider the case where a native actor Bob in site B follows native actor Alice
in site A. When Alice posts a photo to site A, this photo becomes a native
object in site A, which becomes the photo’s content site. The notification about
the photo creation should reach site A’s alien actor Bob in remote site B. This
notification should have a reference to Alice’s photo in site A. Therefore, each
content object should have an object ID so it can be referenced from different
SNS.
Alice’s photo becomes an alien object in remote site B, which will have
information about the photo obtained from server A. The remote site (site
B) may just reference the object or retrive a representation and cache it. The
advantage of referencing is that there are not synchronization issues to be taken
into account, less storage space is required, and user’s browsers retrieve the
object directly from the original site. This is, for instance, how Gravatar works
(“Globally Recognized Avatar”). People upload their avatar to the Gravatar
service, which is linked to an email. Other sites show their users’ avatars just
by referencing the URL in Gravatar’s server. Browsers download the avatar
directly from the Gravatar server.
On the other hand, the advantages of caching is that it can be seamelessly
integrated with the rest of the site (e.g. searched) and will be persistent if it is
deleted in the content site. For instance, in the case of images, specific thumb-
nails can be generated, in order to improve efficiency. Objects may become
obsolete or deleted in the content site, which might be able to notify the re-
mote site on object changes. An example of the latter is how the Google Images
search service work. It shows a cached thumbnail of each indexed image.
In the same way that actor’s profiles, remote sites may subscribe to object
updates, so the content site could notify remote sites on object changes. Then,
the remote sites would be able to refresh the cached copy of the alien object.
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 Reference
Content site
Native photos
Remote site
Alien photos
Fig. 8 Native and alien photographs in content and remote sites, respectively
Figure 8 shows native photographs in their content site referenced as alien
objects in a remote site.
Finally, a foreign object is defined as content that can be changed in the
remote site. In the example, it could be possible that Bob was able to modify
the photograph, whose changes may reach back to site A.
4.3 Privacy Controls
Users typically want to share different parts of their profile to different services.
They may want to provide the minimum required information to some remote
sites, but detailed information to other trusted remote sites.
Actors are also able to impose privacy controls to native objects. However,
these objects may be cached in authorized remote sites. Remote servers should
ensure that privacy restrictions are applied. In the example above, Alice, a
native user in site A, may want to share her photo with Bob, a native user in
site B, but not with Carol, who is also a native in site B. Site B should ensure
that Carol is not able to retrieve Alice’s photo.
Ths is the same case with email. Email servers ensure that email messages
sent to a user cannot be reached by others. In the literature, we can find several
works addressing content re-sharing policies and their enforcement [40, 2]
4.4 Actions & Activities
Identity sites record actions from their native actors. These activities are usu-
ally available as feeds. Besides, a streaming API may allow remote sites to
subscribe to activities [45].
In popular SNS, users may allow remote sites to post activities on their
behalf. This is the case of foreign actors, where activities may be exchanged
in both ways between identity and remote sites. On one hand, remote sites
retrieve actor’s activities. On the other hand, remote sites post new activities to
the identity site. For example, when a Facebook user logs into a Couchsurfing
server (i.e. a hospitality exchange web service), a foreign actor is created. The
Couchsurfing site can grab some activities from Facebook to inform her hosts
about the user’s interests. If the user arranges a stay in a couchsufing house,
the couchsurfing site could publish an activity in her Facebook wall as an
announce of her future holidays.
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Activities are also a mean for content update. Identity severs may update
the profile attributes or collections of their native users with the activities
performed by actors in remote servers, such as contact establishment, posting,
mentions, ratings, likes, etc. For example, Alice starts following Bob, who is a
alien actor in Alice’s server. This activity reaches Bob’s identity server, who
updates Bob’s contact graph with Alice as Bob’s follower.
Objects can also be a source of activity streams. Different native and foreign
actors may modify the objects, whose activities may be a vehicle for alien
actors subscribed to object changes to discover and connect to them. Besides,
there may be activity related to alien objects in the remote site, such as ratings,
comments or mentions that could be propagated to the content site and update
object’s properties. For example, a photo in a content site could aggregate
information about how many people liked the photo in other servers.
We extend here the examples of activities present in the Activity Streams
specification 23 in order to include federated aspects:
– Follow: a native actor starts following an alien or foreign actor. The fol-
lowed actor’s identity site should be notified so the followers collection is
updated. This action may trigger a subscription from the remote site to
the followed actor’s activities published by her identity site.
The Follow activity have its opposite: Unfollow. The contact collection in
the identity site is updated and subscription is cancelled.
– Authorship: a native or foreign actor creates a new object in a content
site. The new object can be accessed by her followers in remote sites. Alien
actors may subscribe to the nofications of the new object.
– Ownership: a new object is created in the wall of an actor. As in the case
above, the activity may be propagated to the followers via the content and
the identity sites.
– Reply: an actor creates an object that is related with another one pre-
viously posted. Object authors may be notified and the comment may be
agreggated to the content relation collection of replies in its content site.
– Rating: the native actor rates an alien object from her identity site. As
in the case above, object authors may be notified. The rating may be
processed in the content site.
– Mention: an alien actor is mentioned in the context of an object, e.g.
tagged in a photograph. The actor may be notified in her identity site.
– Reshare: the actor repeats a copy of an activity. Authors may be notified.
5 Comparative Analysis of SNS Technologies
The framework described above constitutes a powerful tool for analyzing inter-
operable and federation social network technologies. To ilustrate the point, the
following technologies are examined in the context of the proposed framework
(all mentioned previously in this paper):
23 http://activitystrea.ms/
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1. Atomique [15], a decentralized photo service using RSS feeds and Track-
backs.
2. SONIC [19] a solution for decentralized and heterogeneous federation of
SNS.
3. DSSN, an architecture of a Distributed Semantic Social Network [46], built
solely on Semantic Web standards.
4. The user-centric identity framework OpenID, together with the technolo-
gies that its use is associated with. [43]
5. The services and formats that major SNS (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Google+,
Linkedin) are offering through their APIs [28, 45]
6. OStatus 24, the protocol for social network federation
7. Apache Wave [47], a federated software framework for real-time collabora-
tive editing
5.1 Actors Support
Actors are a basic feature in social networks. Native actors are present in all
the technologies being analyzed. Alien actors are present as well, although the
Social ID used to reference them varies. All the technologies analized already
propose Social IDs (see section 4.1.2). Atomique, OpenID and major SNS
APIs use an HTTP URL (http://user.example.edu). DSSN uses WebID’s IRIs,
the internationalized extension of URIs. Apache Wave uses the XMPP/email
scheme (user@example.edu). OStatus (through the Webfinger service) can use
both. There is still an intense debate on the pros and cons of each scheme.
On the other hand, SONIC [19] proposes the GlobalID, an alternative way
to uniquely identify user accounts globally by using domain names. GlobalIDs
are created using cryptographic hash functions and are dereferenced to Lo-
calIDs using the Global Social Lookup System (GSLS) explained below.
Regarding foreign actors, only three technologies offer authentication ser-
vices. OpenID, as a user-centric identity framework, provides support for na-
tive and foreign actors. Native actors belong to the identity server that offers
the OpenID service. Any other service supporting OpenID authentication has
foreign actors. Users log in those services using the OpenID protocol, and are
able to perform actions in the site.
On the other hand every SNS APIs in [45] are offering authentication ser-
vices through OAuth APIs, and thus allowing remote sites to support foreign
actors.
Finally, although it is not mentioned in the description of DSSN, WebID
supports federated single sign-on on the basis of the WebID protocol.
24 https://www.w3.org/community/ostatus/
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5.2 Actors’ Representation: Profile
5.2.1 Profile Discovery
Several technologies support discovering the profile from the Social ID. OpenID
and OStatus support dereferencing the HTTP URL. OStatus supports the
Webfinger protocol as well. DSSN supports this through WebID, while SONIC
defines a complementary service: the Global Social Lookup System (GSLS),
which is a directory service for the social records of all actors across the SNS.
The GSLS provides the actual location of a social profile.
5.2.2 Profile Representation
Concerning the data format for profile information, identity sites export the
actors’ representation, in one or several formats: in the case of OpenID identi-
fiers, including hCard and FOAF; DSSN uses WebID FOAF; major SNS APIs
use JSON and XML; SONIC uses OpenSocial (which implies the use of JSON
and XML); OStatus use Webfinger and HTML. Atomique and Apache Wave
do not describe how actor profiles are represented.
5.2.3 Profile Subscription
Only two of the analyzed technologies mention the posibility for other services
to subscribe to profile changes. SONIC mentions that the GSLS supports this.
DSSN proposes PuSH as a way to be subscribed to profile changes.
5.2.4 Profile Updating
SONIC also mentions that profile attributes should be updated by other SNS,
but does not mention how. DSSN proposes SPARQL update queries as a mean
to update profile attributes. Finally, in popular SNS APIs, remote sites are
usually able to set or update profile attributes from/to the identity site.
5.2.5 Profile Collections
Regarding contact collections, every technology proposes a different format:
SONIC relies on OpenSocial, OpenID profile pages use Microformats (XFN)
and less often FOAF; DSSN uses just FOAF; OStatus uses Portable Contacts
(PoCo); popular SNS APIs use XML and JSON. Atomique and Apache Wave
do not specify how actor contacts should be exposed.
The analysis of OpenID identifiers show object collections described in
different formats, such as HTML links and Microformats inside the profile.
DSSN propose RDF as their representation format. OStatus uses Atom feeds
and HTML for linking content collections inside the profile representation.
Apache Wave retrieves the collection of waves each user is participating in.
SONIC relies on OpenSocial. Atomique uses RSS feeds for photo collections.
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All these provide semantic description of the object collections, which facilitate
the discovery of data (e.g. favorites, contacts) from the profile. This is not the
case of major SNS APIs, which do not provide complete semantic descriptions
and instead, the related collections are usually described oﬄine, in the API
documentation. This issue is well known, and breaks the REST principles
[17, 36].
5.3 Object Support
Every technology supports native objects in their social networks. Object are
also exported, which means that every technology supports alien objects. The
Object ID is a URL, except in the semanic web framework DSSN, which uses
IRIs.
5.3.1 Object Representation
Content sites export representations in several formats. Atomique uses RSS
feeds; SONIC uses OpenSocial; DSSN uses RDF. In the case of OpenID identi-
fiers, which are tied to the blogging community, blog posts are often exported
as HTML pages and RSS / Atom feeds. Popular SNS APIs export content in
JSON and XML. OStatus uses ActivityStreams, while Apache Wave uses the
Wave XML format.
5.3.2 Object Subscription & Updating
DSSN proposes PuSH as a way to be subscribed to profile changes, but does
not describe how to update them.
Apache Wave and SNS APIs are the only technologies that describe sup-
port foreign objects. In Apache Wave, waves are created in their content server.
When an alien actor is included in the wave, that wave is copied to the re-
mote server, the alien actor’s identity server. The alien actor is able to modify
the wave, whose modifications come back to the original content server. This
way, objects are modified both in the content and the remote server. The
Wave protocol guaranties subscription to object changes and updates them
automatically.
SNS APIs support object update, but do not describe a mechanism to
subscribe to object changes.
The rest of technologies do not describe object subscription and update
mechanism.
5.4 Privacy Controls
SNS APIs support OAuth scopes. This way, actors are able to impose privacy
controls in their native objects. For instance, Facebook users, when using third-
party apps, are typically asked to share part of their profile data (their friends,
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their wall notifications or their photos). Depending on the app, it requires
different permissions, and the user might want to provide more data to some
apps and less to others.
DSSN also proposes WebID access control, a mechanism for users to de-
scribe what data they want to share with other services.
The rest of technologies do not describe privacy controls.
5.5 Actions & Activities
5.5.1 Activity Feeds
Almost every technology (excluding Apache Wave) lets services to fetch actor
activities. Atomique uses RSS; SONIC relies on OpenSocial; DSSN and OSta-
tus use ActivityStreams, OpenID identifiers use RSS and Atom, and popular
SNS APIs use JSON and Atom.
Regarding object feeds, only DSSN and SNS APIs describe Atom feeds
from the activities on object. Besides, the Wave Protocol includes a way to
obtain activities on the waves.
5.5.2 Activity Subscription
DSSN, SNS APIs and OStatus are the only technologies that describe a
method to subscribe to actor’s activity updates: the PushSubHubBub (PuSH)
protocol. Besides, SNS APIs provide streaming APIs, which may allow remote
sites to subscribe to activities.
While DSSN and SNS APIs extend activity subscription to objects as well,
OStatus only mention activities from actors. We should include the Wave
Protocol as well, which supports subscription to activities on objects.
5.5.3 Activity Notifications
Every technology, except Apache Wave, describe a way to publish activity
notifications to the actor’s identity server. Atomique uses Trackback; SONIC
relies on OpenSocial, DSSN introduces the Semantic Pingback, OpenID pro-
files are linked to plain Pingback; OStatus uses the Salomon protocol. Popular
SNS describe several means of activity notifications. They even support users
allowing remote sites to post activities on their behalf. This is the case in
Facebook applications. Facebook goes one step further by leting remote sites
to define new activity verbs in their application. Users must have granted per-
missions to this remote sites through a specific OAuth scope. This is the case
of foreign actors, where activities may be exchanged in both ways between
identity and remote sites. On one hand, remote sites retrieve actor’s activities.
On the other hand, remote sites post new activities to the identity site.
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Regarding activity notification on objects, they are only described in DSSN,
which uses Semantic Pingback; SNS APIs, which define their own API meth-
ods, and Apache Wave, which supports this functionality through the Wave
Protocol.
5.5.4 Native Content Changes
All the technologies, except OpenID, describe how activity notifications change
native content.
In the case of some federated SNS frameworks (i.e. Atomique, SONIC,
DSSN) and OStatus identity servers may update the contact graph of their
native users or attributes of native content with the activities performed by
alien actors, such as contact establishment, mentions, etc. Atomique describes
how group photo feeds are updated with user photos. SONIC and DSSN de-
scribe remote contact establishment and profile changes. OStatus, through
Salmon notifications, lets the activity related to alien objects in the remote
site, such as ratings, comments or mentions be propagated to the content site.
Apache Wave changes native objects through the Wave Protocol.
6 Discussion
Table 1 shows how interoperability features are implemented in the 7 SNS
technologies analyzed.
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Table 1 Comparison of different technologies according to their interoperable aspect, using the proposed framework for interoperability in SNS.
Legend : 4: native implementation, system dependant; (4): taken into account in design, but further development needed; 8: not supported;
XXXXX: protocol used for supporting the feature.
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It is relevant to highlight that the table shows an overwhelming diver-
sity of technologies for solving the same problems. There is no consen-
sus on how these should be solved, not even in the Social ID used. The only
consensus that seems to arise is the use of IRIs as the identifier for object re-
sources (as URLs are a subset of IRIs). Thus, we could say that the solution
for Object IDs are IRIs.
All SNS technologies provide native support for native actors and objects,
supporting the framework main components definition. All but one (OpenID)
also support native content changes. These functionalities are internal and tied
to custom implementations (databases, programming languages and business
logic of SNS).
The Social ID (i.e. support of alien actors) is a feature that is also supported
by all of them, although using a diverse set of technologies and standards.
HTTP URLs are the most common solution for Social IDs.
The representation of objects managed in SNS, and their collections
attached to user profiles, are representative of current fragmentation of
technologies for interoperability among SNS. Although they are supported in
every technology analyzed, none of them comes to an agreement with another
to use the same solution.
A similar thing happens with profile representation and contacts collection.
As they are common features needed for standard “friending”, they are sup-
ported by most of them, except Atomique (basic SNS, focused on photo repos-
itories) and Apache Wave (focused on collaboration, not social networking).
And in fact, the spectrum of solutions for representing profile is astonishing:
semantic languages such as Semantic Web’s RDF and Microformats; markup
languages such as XML and HTML; or data formats such as JSON.
This fragmentation is also present in the features that are less supported
by SNS technologies. 4 different technologies support profile discovery from a
Social ID. However, each of them is proposing a different solution for the same
task.
There is little support for authentication services (i.e. foreign ac-
tors). OpenID, OAuth and WebID are the only frameworks available. It seems
like offering authentication services is not a popular feature in SNS frame-
works. This is in contrast with the importance that authentication services
are gathering in the world of SNS data silos. Major SNS are competing to
become the next ID issuers, and each of them manages a different ecosystem
of web sites that use their authentication services and orbitate around them.
Notification of activities generated by users, supported by all except Apache
Wave, is another example of technology fragmentation. Every technology uses
a different solution for this task, although Atom seems to be the base technol-
ogy supporting it. PuSH is the technology for activity subscription, but it is
only supported by 3 technologies. Object feeds, subscription and notification
are more rare, just supported by 3 technologies.
Privacy support for interoperable SNS is something yet to be
explored in-depth. Only two technologies provide solutions to this issue.
Although privacy is an important concern in the world of SNS, interoperable
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technologies for social networks currently do not provide a strong solution for
it. This might be related to the additional layer of complexity involved, as it
is easier to solve the problem of interoperability when contents are public. It
is an open question if privacy would come next.
Finally, there is not much work in the field of data synchronization.
Subscription for profile changes, support for profiles updates, and in the case of
SNS content, subscription for object changes and support for object updates.
Just two technologies explicitly give support to each of these features in each
row. This is quite intriguing, because direct and automatic synchronization
of profile and object changes should be a way to maintain social network
coherence through a federated system. This problem is partialy addressed by
subscription to activities, which are a way to propagate profile and object
changes. Synchronization among federated SNS has come through activities
first.
7 Concluding Remarks
This article describes 5 paradigms of interoperability across social networking
sites. These correspond to the layers in which we can find interoperability,
specially relevant when thinking about federation: actors, contacts, content,
activities, and full federation itself.
Building on those, an analytical framework for interoperability is described.
This framework is proven to be broad and powerful enough to analyze 7 rep-
resentative technologies for interoperability, showing how different proposals
provide solutions to different aspects within the paradigms described.
The overall analysis exposes an overwhelming disparity and fragmentation
in the solutions for tackling the same problems. This is shocking when consid-
ering the field is not that new, but it is still behaving as a young field where
divergence and innovative solutions bloom, and thus remaining far from con-
verging and consensus. Although there are a few solutions where this consensus
is clear and are widely adopted (e.g. in object IDs), there are multiple basic
issues that are far from being widely standardized (e.g. in profile representa-
tion).
Federation has reached success in different services (e.g. email, instant mes-
saging) but it has not in SNS (yet?). It remains an open question if it is going
to, or why it did not. Our analysis clarifies that the current technical ap-
proach has focused in using activities as the main vehicle to interoperate and
synchronize SNS. However, there are other possible approaches yet to be ex-
plored, such as profile and content synchronization (i.e. like Apache Wave does
with objects). There is also still room for improvement in the adoption of au-
thentication services and, specially, in privacy controls. Although privacy is
becoming a major issue of concern after Snowden revelations [? ], the SNS are
not yet adapting to this scenario.
Although SNS will probably tackle these issues, after observing the ecosys-
tem evolution, we can expect a wide diversity of solutions appearing in these
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under-explored areas. It is clear that SNS are still young, and are ready to
innovate their way forward.
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